ACTIVITIES
One of the main reasons so many people choose to stay at The Explorean is the hotel's
one-of-a-kind Daily Expedition & Adventure Program. Each day offers something new and
exciting to do, with guided expeditions and treks in the ocean, on the beach, around the
town, and deep into the tropical jungle, letting guests learn about and explore the island
while cycling, snorkeling, horseback riding, kayaking, hiking and driving dune-buggies, and
it's all included in the room rate.
HORSEBACK RIDING TO THE MAYAN RUINS
Guests take a short shuttle ride to the Rancho Palmitas, a working ranch on the
island's south side. Explorers are matched to their own horse, based on side and
experience level, then the group sets out into the rugged Mayan jungle to begin the
adventure. The well-trained horses follow a jungle path, as it winds through the thick
growth, with colorful birds, flowers and Mayan mysticism. About 45 minutes later,
the group arrives at the ancient village of Cedral, one of the first parts of the island
that was ever settled, where the horseback riding part of the journey ends.
The guides then introduces the explorers to the beautiful Catholic chapel and a much
older place of worship – the adjacent Mayan ruin of Cedral. On the way back to the
hotel, the group passes by a small neighborhood of weekend homes owned by wellheeled locals and descendants of some of the island's first landowners. At one of the
homes, a delicious surprise awaits the explorers!
SNORKELING WITH STARFISH AT COLUMBIA REEF
Explorers depart from the boat dock at the Fiesta Americana boat dock and head off
into the Caribbean waters for a 40-minute boat ride close to the island's southern tip.
Once arriving at the world-famous Columbia Reef, a favorite of scuba-divers for 50
years, explorers gear up and hit the water with mask, snorkel, fins and life jackets.
The current propels the snorkelers through the water, as they discover the parrotfish,
angelfish, stingrays and other creatures that swim around the colorful reef, full of sea
fans, brain coral and deep-purple sea sponges.
After about 30 minutes, it's back to the boat for a short ride to a shallow cove that is
home to thousands of starfish, who thrive on the sunlight and nutrient-rich water.
After snorkeling there, the boat moves even closer to shore, where explores can rest
in the shallows and enjoy a snack of fresh ceviche, served with cold beer, sodas and
water. As the explorers head back to the hotel, the sun sets over the magical
Caribbean.
COASTAL ROAD BIKE RIDE
This morning tour gets the blood pumping as explorers head south from the hotel
along a quiet coastal road, with wild mangroves on one side, and the beachfront on
the other. Riders go through Uvas Beach and on past Chankanaab National Park as
the guide points out interesting plants, animals and other sites along the way. Just
when you're ready for a break, the group pulls into a fun beach club, where guests
have a bit of time to themselves, to cool off in the crystal-clear ocean or order up a
snack and drink. The ride is about 5 miles round-trip. Sodas and water are offered
along the way.

ACTIVITIES
SUNDOWN DISCOVERY AT PASSION ISLAND
This one-of-a-kind tour will leave you utterly breathless. Paddle a kayak around the “Isla
de Pasion” on Cozumel's rarely seen north end for the ultimate view of the island's
legendary crystal-clear water and virgin beaches. Take a moment for quiet meditation
that will relax you completely as the sun sinks below the horizon. As the stars come out,
the evening becomes almost surreal, as the calm water and dark sky merge into one. As
the kayaks slip through the water, a new crop of animals comes out to join the explores
for nightfall. The tour ends with a fascinating surprise that you'll remember forever.
Sodas and water are provided.
DUNE BUGGY ISLAND ADVENTURE
Guests meet at the hotel and split into small groups and pick a dune buggy for the day's
trek along the coastal road that circles the island for about 30 miles. First stop is Villa
Maya, where explorers discover how the island's early Mayans lived, worked and
played. You'll learn how the Mayans and later generations made chocolate, honey,
tortillas, chewing gum and tequila, with plenty of samples to go around.
Next stop is San Martin Beach, a hidden cove on the island's rugged southeast coast,
and a popular nesting site for sea turtles. It's the kind of beach the is frequently shown
in tourist brochures, but that few actually get to visit, since it is rather remote and not
on the itinerary of cruise ship passengers or day-tripping tourists. Take some time to
play in the water, dig in the sand, or order some fresh seafood and a tropical drink. On
the way back to the hotel, explorers pull their dune buggies over at Lookout Point, a
unique perched above the beach facing west, making it the perfect spot to admire the
glowing orange and red sky, as the sun sinks into the Caribbean and night falls on
another perfect day on Cozumel Island. Water and sodas are provided.
PUNTA SUR PARK TOUR
Discover nature at its finest during this tour to the nature reserve and lighthouse at the
island's southernmost point. Take in the stunning scenery, lagoons, deserted beaches,
lush tropical mangroves and exposed reefs while you look for raccoons, alligators,
herons, snakes and tropical fish. Explore the museum dedicated to the history of the
local seafarers and the “Faro Celarain” lighthouse and end the adventure with a snorkel
tour through the shallows. Beers, sodas and water are provided.
SNORKEL EXPEDITION AT DZUL-HA BEACH
Let the adventure begin, stop for a rest at Dzul-Ha Reef, where you'll snorkel above an
amazing array of tropical fish and colorful coral. Beers, sodas and water are provided.

SAILING ON THE CARIBBEAN
Feel the breeze, gaze at the magical colors of the Caribbean and soak in the beauty of
the scenery as you skip across the tranquil waters offshore from Chankanaab Park.
When you reach the right spot, put on your snorkel gear and hit the water to get up
close and personal with the colorful fish and reefs. Beers, sodas and water are provided.
And much more…..

